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Abstract

The transient behaviour of the SNR-2 reactor roof following
a breakdown of forced cooling was analysed.

Additional to the investigation of the reference roof design
with open annular gaps and without insulation underneath
alternatives were examined regarding varied insulation
measures of stepwise increased effectiveness.

From these analyses one can derive that due to several
effects insulation does not reduce maximum temperatures
and temperature differences inside the roof.

Improvements in roof design should therefore predominantly
be directed towards a better temperature equilization
e. g. by

a better thermal coupling between different parts
of the roof

enhancing natural convection inside the roof cooling
circuit

Introduction

SNR-2 is the german approach for a european breeder project
of advanced technology consequently featuring and using
all inherent safety aspects of a sodium cooled reactor
and designated to be economically competitive with a modern
german LWR.
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One key measure for cost reduction is the omission of a
large safety grade emergency power supply system.

As a consequence a loss of station service power would
therefore mean a loss of active cooling to the reactor
block roof. This could happen several times during life-
time.
The question arises for the most appropriate design and
insulation of the roof to cope with these load cases.

When discussing consequences following a loss of active
cooling situation one has to distinguish between more
frequent short black-outs <_ 1 h and rather unlikely events
lasting > 1 h or even days.

Analyses

To answer the question what happens to the roof in a loss
of cooling situation it is necessary to carry out transient
temperature field calculations, taking into account the
different modes of heat transfer from the sodium pool
surface via the cover gas to the various roof structures.

For details of the used code GASMO see the presentation
of Dr. Freudenstein in session VI.

We started investigations with the 5NR-2 roof reference
design, which is characterized by

forced convection air cooling
no special insulation underneath the roof
open annular gaps at component penetrations and in
between rotating plugs . • • .of
homogeneous temperature stribution at 120 °C level
("lukewarm" roof)

Since it seemed to be a reasonable idea to reduce the
transient load of the roof and to lower the longtime equili-
brium temperature by introducing additional insulation,
closing gaps, etc. we also carried out parameter studies
with the GASMO-code.

Results

Short time power cut-offs lasting <. 1 h would not harm
the roof and would not ask for additional insulation be-
cause temperature rise in the lower roof region even with-
out insulation is < 30 K/h.
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Loss of cooling for several hours leads to typical maximum
temperature differences inside the roof structure.

The transient parameter analyses of different roof designs
equipped with varied insulation measures of stepwise in-
creased effectiveness did unexpectedly not result in a
'reduction of these temperature differences. This is caused
by several effects. The most simple to explain is the
cover gas temperature rise when adding insulation or
closing gaps.

Possibilities to lower the steady state temperature level
of the roof in a long term loss of active cooling situation
by adding insulation are also limited.

The roof internal temperature differences during transient
heat-up are of major importance because they are the reason
for considerable additional stress. It is more important
to reduce these temperature differences than to reduce
the maximum local equilibrium temperature reached in the
roof after days.

Conclusions

Lessons learned from the analyses are:

adding insulation

is not as efficient as expected

yields to more complexity in design and analysis,
local effects play a dominating role and ask for
more precise modelling which today is not yet completely
available

contributes in all probability to increased temperature
differences and stress inside the roof during transient
heat-up

These findings lead to the conclusion that a change-over
to a more or less heavily insulated roof would not result
in clear advantages.

Since first 2 D-stress calculations of the uninsulated
reference roof under transient condition suggest the ad-
missability of the combined load from mechanical and
thermal stress the future work will be more directed onto
local improvements of the design, like
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a better thermal coupling between the different parts
and components of the roof

measures to facilitate natural convection gas flow
inside the cooling channels of the roof and the roof
cooling circuit

exploitation of the roof filler material as an effec-
tive intermediate heat storage

All these measures are serving for temperature equalization
and therefore stress reduction under all load cases.

Need for analytical and experimental support

As a demand for analysts and colleagues from the research
field it should be stated, that the validity of codes
and correlations used to analyse the heat flow to the
roof are still somewhat questionable and need more experi-
mental confirmation.

This is in particular true when describing the cover gas
behaviour under transient conditions over a wide range
of sodium and gas temperatures.
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